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Superchips 406 HDi 110

their diagnostic tools plugged in,
the investigators could find no
real reason for the wrinkle in
the fuelling map that led to the
2,000rpm ‘hole’ in the torque
curve. Bypassing the car’s own
computer by means of a laptop
allowed the engineers to adjust
the programme on the fly, so
they could record improvements
on the spot, with the car
simulating actual driving
conditions. The result is a
replacement programme that
irons out the wrinkles – which
in the case of the HDi 110
engine seemed to be little more
than a question of filling out
that 2,000rpm gap and
adjusting the fuelling to extend
the advantage across the
remainder of the rev range.

With the new engine
management chip installed the
difference was almost startling,
as we found out when we
experienced the first
Superchipped HDi 110 in the
metal. The ultimate increase in
power may not look all that
exciting on paper, with an
apparently quite mild 16 extra
horsepower available at the
4,000rpm power peak; it’s
interesting to note, however,
that the car’s peak in standard
form was just 106bhp rather
than the quoted 110, possibly
because being a relatively young
engine it might have some
loosening up to do yet. Whatever
the reason, the shortfall was 
not serious enough to explain
our initial disappointment –  
but it certainly added to the

impression of new-found
performance with Superchips’
revised programme in place.

Instant performance
There was no need to take out
the stopwatch to detect the more
urgent acceleration, but it helps
to quantify the improvement in
very graphic fashion. The 406
HDi 110 we tested in March last
year took 12.5 seconds to make
the 0-60mph dash, three tenths
of a second faster than Peugeot’s
own claimed figure. The
Superchipped HDi clears this
getaway hurdle in 10 seconds,
putting even the 2-litre petrol
version’s 10.9-second figure in
the shade. Getting from 30mph
to 50mph in fourth takes the
standard car 6.8 seconds. We
measured 4.9 seconds after the
Superchip upgrade, and also
measured a drop from 11.7 to
just 7.7 seconds for the 50-
70mph dash in fifth, a clear
indication of the vastly improved
overtaking response.

If these figures seem
exceptionally good for a mere 18
per cent power improvement, it’s
as well to note that getting from
30mph to 50mph in fourth
involves accelerating from just
under 1,500rpm to just under
2,500rpm, exactly where the
Superchip upgrade makes the
biggest difference in torque
delivery by eliminating the ‘hole’
in that region. Likewise the
50mph to 70mph rise takes the
engine from just over 2,000rpm
to 3,000rpm, where the post-
’hole’ improvement in the torque

curve is still very marked. In its
originate state of tune the
engine delivered a peak torque
figure of 196 lb ft At 1,800rpm –
well over the claimed 184 at
2,200rpm – but with the
Superchip enhancement it
reaches that at just over
1,500rpm, peaks at 228 lb ft at
2,200rpm, where the original
delivered 190 lb ft, but then
stays at over 190 lb ft until
3,500rpm, by which time the
original engine’s output had
fallen to below 160 lb ft.

No hanging around
Initial getaway acceleration also
makes excellent use of this
filled-in torque hole. Whereas in
the standard car torque and
power fall off suddenly just over
4,500rpm, the Superchipped
HDi runs on easily to 5,000rpm,
so reaching an easy 20mph in
first, which equates to around
1,800rpm in second. This leads
to a superb burst of acceleration
in that particularly enhanced
zone between 2,000 and 3,000rpm
almost all the way to 60mph,
explaining the turbodiesel’s
ability to blow its nominally
more powerful petrol equivalent
into the weeds in a straight
dash away from the lights.

Though the upgrade has had
an impressive effect, the actual
performance increase is
moderate enough for the car to
cope in other areas, like in its
handling behaviour and braking
effectiveness, so there’s no need
to consider a sports suspension
upgrade – unless you do intend
to make full use of the extra
power. The 406 is one of the
better-handling family
passenger cars, but with
suspension settings aimed more
at comfort than knife-edge turn-
in, pushing the 406 hard into
corners or through roundabouts
will see the front end going light
as understeer builds up, which
will eventually take its toll in
higher tyre wear. But we’re
hardly talking tarmac-scorching
acceleration here. This
enhancement is not intended as
a racy sporting performance
uplift, it’s designed to take some
of the drudgery out of the task
of a long-distance highway
driving. There’s no doubt that
many drivers, like us, will get
some inner satisfaction from
being able to out-accelerate
others in seemingly similar or
more powerful petrol cars. But
the real long-term benefits come

in the form of much more
relaxed highway driving (since
once you’ve got into fifth there’s
hardly ever any need to change
down again at any speeds above
30mph) and improved
overtaking ability that obviates
the need to wait patiently for
that long stretch of roadway to
open up ahead, before daring to
pull out to edge past that
lumbering van or lorry. The
extended rpm range, albeit just
an extra 500 or so revs, means
you can accelerate just that
little bit longer in the lower
gears, and there’s a less sudden
cut-off of power at the top end,
giving a more progressive signal
of when to change up. And, once
you’re into fifth, the acceleration
just keeps piling on all the way
up the rev range. We haven’t
measured top speed on the
Superchipped car. Ultimately, it
may only be a few mph faster
than the standard car at the top
end, but some drivers will find
difficulty in keeping it below a
ton once it’s up and running on
the highway, so eagerly does it
respond even on a light throttle.

That reflects another key
advantage of the Superchip
upgrade. Though it’s obvious
that you’ll use more fuel if you
let the car’s enhanced
performance carry you away, the
potential is there for improved
fuel economy because the big
improvement in mid-range
torque will allow you to stay in a
higher gear for longer in almost
all driving conditions. Our own
test drive returned a fuel
consumption figure of 41.8mpg,
not at all bad compared with the
42.5 we measured from the
standard test car, considering
that our time in the
Superchipped car included a
deplorably high percentage of
power-flaunting progress.

The Superchip treatment for
the Peugeot 406 HDi engine is a
new development, but will by
now be available through its
dealer network at the usual
price of £350 plus fitting. For
details call the head
office on 01280 816781.

Model tested Superchips 406 HDi 110  
Superchips upgrade cost £350
Max power 127bhp
Max torque 228 lb ft at 2,200rpm
30-50mph (4th) 4.9secs
50-70mph (5th) 7.7secs
Contact 01280 816781
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The Peugeot 406 HDi may seem a little underwhelming, but Bob Cooke finds that needn’t be the case

HDi gets hot,hot,hot
P

erhaps what
impressed us
most was the
look of

astonishment on other 406
drivers’ faces. Okay, we weren’t
at the traffic lights beside an
eagerly-revving 194-horse 3.0-
litre V6-powered example, but
everything else ate dust when
the accelerator of this otherwise
normal and seemingly very mild
Peugeot hit the floor. And that’s
even though the ultimate output
of its 2.0-litre HDi turbodiesel
engine is, at 127bhp, still some
10bhp below the peak available
from the 2.0-litre petrol-engined
version of the 406. Yes, that’s
right, 127 – because although
nominally a 110bhp HDi engine,
this particular example has
been Superchipped – and
because there’s an immediate
boost in torque between 2,000
and 2,500rpm there’s a definite
startled-rabbit feel to the
uprated car’s initial getaway.

Much as we appreciate the
technological advances that
make the latest Peugeot
common-rail diesel engines so

responsive and refined, we had
to admit to mild disappointment
at the behaviour of the higher-
power 110 HDI versions – our
tests revealed them to be slower
off the mark than the noisier
but pokier 2.1 boasting the same
horsepower. The new engine is
noticeably more economical, but
just didn’t seem to deliver in
performance terms, almost to
the point of questioning its
superiority over the cheaper
HDi 90 models which still
exhibit strong mid-range
performance and excellent
refinement.

Mysterious torque
A session on the rolling road
proved interesting, the
dynamometer measurements
revealing a sudden drop in
torque just after the peak at
around 1,800rpm, a fall that
doesn’t really recover with
increasing revs and seems to
have no real justification.

Now, increasing the
performance of a turbodiesel is
more or less a matter of firing in
more fuel and turning up the

turbo boost, but Superchips do
take a rather more sophisticated
approach. First step is to
examine the programme in the
engine’s original electronic
management unit, and work out

what it’s doing – and because
the Peugeot is a popular model,
the Superchips team was
particularly keen to probe the
secrets of the new HDi engine.
With its computer laid bare and
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